Much of our knowledge about the neural substrates of working memory (WM) comes from extensive neuropsychological and neuroimaging research focused on determining the functional specialization of specific brain areas in this cognitive function. Findings from these investigations have delineated a remarkable consistent group of areas that contribute to WM processes, this is, prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Goldman-Rakic, [@B92]; Braver et al., [@B28]; Rypma and D\'Esposito, [@B179]; D\'Esposito et al., [@B57]), neocortical associative areas (Druzgal and D\'Esposito, [@B59]; Postle et al., [@B159]; Fiebach et al., [@B71]), and more recently the medial temporal lobes (MTL) (Abrahams et al., [@B1]; Campo et al., [@B37],[@B35], [@B36]; Carrozzo et al., [@B40]; Karlsgodt et al., [@B108]; Nichols et al., [@B141]; Olson et al., [@B145]; Petersson et al., [@B154]; Axmacher et al., [@B10], [@B11]; Braun et al., [@B27]; Cashdollar et al., [@B43]; Olsen et al., [@B144]; Schon et al., [@B185]; Wagner et al., [@B215]; Öztekin et al., [@B147]; Toepper et al., [@B205]; van Vugt et al., [@B212]; Faraco et al., [@B67]; Lee and Rudebeck, [@B113]). Although the involvement of MTL in WM is matter of debate (Talmi et al., [@B203]; Zarahn et al., [@B227]; Shrager et al., [@B188]; Tudesco Ide et al., [@B206]; Jeneson et al., [@B102]), it has called for a re-evaluation of the prevailing conception considering that MTL is exclusively dedicated to long-term memory (LTM). These findings have reactivated the proposal of proceduralist or unitary models of memory, according to which there is a continuum between WM and LTM. Proponents of this notion call into question the existence of different stores for WM and LTM and consider that both processes are governed by the same principles (Crowder, [@B52]; Cowan, [@B50]; Nairne, [@B137]; Oberauer, [@B143]; McElree, [@B127]; Öztekin et al., [@B147]; Nee and Jonides, [@B139]). It can also be derived from this conception that WM and LTM can be assumed to involve the activation of a common neural network, including MTL (Fuster, [@B85]; Cartling, [@B41]; Ruchkin et al., [@B178]; Ranganath and Blumenfeld, [@B165]; Cashdollar et al., [@B42]).

Based on the assumption that cognitive processes engage distributed neural networks, if we want to gain a clearer understanding of the functional role of MTL in WM, it cannot be considered in isolation, but evaluated within the neural context in which it takes place (McIntosh, [@B128]). It is, therefore, necessary to characterize that role from the perspective of the functional systems (Bullmore and Sporns, [@B33]). Although "it seems obvious that brain regions must cooperate to accomplish the various tasks in which they are communally required" (Gordon, [@B93]), it has not been till recently that a more dynamic perspective postulating that cognitive functions rely on the coordinated action of widespread brain regions has gained interest in detriment of a more localizationist perspective (Engel et al., [@B65]; Sporns and Tononi, [@B195]; Bressler and Menon, [@B29]). Consequently, research has recently started to focus on the study of neural networks, and now it is widely accepted that mechanisms supporting memory processes can be better explained by neural communication (Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). Here we will review the current research on functional networks of WM, with a special focus on findings providing compelling evidence about the involvement of neocortical-hippocampal coupling. First, we will present data obtained across different experiments in healthy individuals by manipulating mnemonic requirements. Then, under the consideration that the degree of participation of brain regions in a functional network may depend on the operational principles governing a cognitive process (D\'Esposito, [@B56]), we will review studies that consider the participation of the MTL-neocortical network both in WM and LTM. Finally, we will show how disturbed interactions between MTL and neocortex may underlie the WM dysfunction observed in different pathologies, and discuss the contribution of these findings to further understand the functional role of hippocampal-neocortical connectivity in WM.

Functional brain networks
=========================

Functional networks can be defined "by a set of elements with time-variant properties altogether that interact with each other" (Stephan and Friston, [@B198]). Identification of the constituents of a functional network is necessary in order to delineate it (McIntosh, [@B128]; Bressler and Menon, [@B29]). Related to brain systems, for any brain region to be considered as a part of a functional neural network, it must be shown that, interacting with a specific group of areas, is engaged in a particular function or process (Bressler and Menon, [@B29]). In recent years, neuroscience has witnessed the appearance of numerous approaches for modeling functional brain networks (Guye et al., [@B95]; Bullmore and Sporns, [@B33]; McIntosh, [@B129]). One major distinction in the current methods pertains to the nature of connectivity. Connections among elements of a network can be characterized as undirected links, this is *functional connectivity*, or as directed links, this is *effective connectivity* (Sporns and Tononi, [@B195]; Friston, [@B79]; Bressler and Menon, [@B29]). Functional connectivity models establish symmetrical correlations between brain regions. In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) usually involves the pairwise or partial correlation of BOLD signal among different voxels across the brain. In electrophysiology the phase-locking value (PLV) and spectral coherence refer to the synchronization of the phases of oscillatory signals or the correlation between oscillatory signals (combining power and phase), respectively (Castellanos et al., [@B44]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]; Cohen et al., [@B46]). Effective connectivity models go further, and establish how the dependencies are mediated. Let\'s say, whether synchronization arise via master-slave or by mutual entrainment processes (Penny et al., [@B151]). These methods imply the specification of a causal model including structural parameters, which is not necessary in functional connectivity (Sporns and Tononi, [@B195]; Stephan and Friston, [@B198]; Friston, [@B79]; McIntosh, [@B129]; Valdes-Sosa et al., [@B209]; although see Vicente et al., [@B213]).

Network dynamics between MTL and neocortex in the healthy brain
===============================================================

Most of the current conceptualizations of WM considers that it is a distributed system in which PFC and MTL interact with posterior cortices (mainly inferior temporal cortex, ITC), modulating its activity by enhancing relevant and suppressing irrelevant information-related activity (Ranganath and D\'Esposito, [@B167]). From this perspective it is assumed that WM maintenance processes constitute the engagement of the same neural networks that support online processing (Fuster, [@B85]; Ruchkin et al., [@B178]; Pasternak and Greenlee, [@B148]; D\'Esposito, [@B56]), and three core interactions can be highlighted: PFC-ITC; MTL-ITC; and PFC-MTL. Thus, a PFC-ITC interaction is modeled computationally as coupled attractor networks (i.e., "network of neurons with excitatory interconnections that can settle into a stable pattern of firing" Rolls, [@B175]), in which a WM module (i.e., PFC) exerts a top-down modulatory influence in a perceptual module (i.e., ITC) (Renart et al., [@B170], [@B169]). Interaction of hippocampus with content-specific regions in the ITC via rhinal cortex (Fransén, [@B76]; Chapman et al., [@B53]; Vitay and Hamker, [@B214]; Olsen et al., [@B144]; Zeithamova and Preston, [@B228]; Schwindel and McNaughton, [@B186]) has been also suggested as a mechanism for the reinstatement of specific information processed or stored in those areas (Rolls, [@B173]; Woloszyn and Sheinberg, [@B221]; Szatmary and Izhikevich, [@B201]). This interaction is proposed to be controlled by MTL based on short-term couplings from neural assemblies in MTL to corresponding assemblies in the neocortex (Cartling, [@B41]). Finally, recent evidence from animal studies suggest that the interplay between PFC and MTL, especially hippocampus, is key for normal WM function (Benchenane et al., [@B21]; for review see Colgin, [@B48]; Gordon, [@B93]), although there remains uncertainty about the functional role of this interaction (Gordon, [@B93]).

While the precise mechanism mediating the interaction between two brain regions is not known, synchronization of neural oscillatory activity may represent a mechanism for inter-regional communication (for a review see Fries, [@B78]; Wang, [@B216]). In networks of synchronized neurons, phase synchronization supports neural communication and induce synaptic plasticity between the interacting regions (Duzel et al., [@B61]; Jutras and Buffalo, [@B105]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). Recent models propose that theta oscillations play an important role in the interplay among the neural populations involved in memory processes by integrating widespread local circuits, that are organized in high frequencies, through phase synchronization (Canolty and Knight, [@B38]; Young, [@B225]; for reviews see Jutras and Buffalo, [@B105]; Battaglia et al., [@B19]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). Theta oscillations appear preferentially in the hippocampus, in the MTL and in other brain regions interconnected with the hippocampus (Düzel et al., [@B60]; Battaglia et al., [@B19]).

Here we will review neuroimaging studies focusing on characterizing the functional interactions among PFC-MTL-posterior cortex, and how their findings adjudicate between the above mentioned proposals. In order to investigate the neural interactions underlying WM operations, most of these studies typically examine how connections among the elements of the network are modified when mnemonic demands are systematically modified, mainly parametric manipulation of memory load and/or the use of delay intervals of variable length. The rationale is that if certain interaction is significantly involved in WM, then the parameters of such interaction (i.e., strength or directionality of connection) should be modulated by the systematic modification of task requirements (van Vugt et al., [@B212]; Colgin, [@B48]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]).

Load-dependent functional interactions
--------------------------------------

Changes in network interactions as a function of WM load have been explored in several studies providing some hints about the dynamics of WM operations (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). That PFC exerts a top-down modulation of the activity in content-representing posterior areas as a mechanism underlying maintenance of verbal or visual information is partially supported by findings showing load-dependent functional connectivity between PFC and ITC (Fiebach et al., [@B72]), or enhanced phase synchronization between frontal and temporal regions in the gamma (Axmacher et al., [@B11]) or theta range (Cashdollar et al., [@B43]; Payne and Kounios, [@B149]). Only a recent study made an exception to this observation (Rissman et al., [@B172]). Hence, this load-induced enhancement could reflect a top-down selective strengthening of representation and maintenance of relevant information (Payne and Kounios, [@B149]). Consistent with the role of PFC in modulating neural activity in posterior regions selectively related to relevant stimuli are findings from several studies using functional connectivity measures (Sauseng et al., [@B182]; Yoon et al., [@B223]; Gazzaley et al., [@B87]; Protzner and McIntosh, [@B160]; see also Edin et al., [@B62]). Importantly, these findings were causally supported by recent studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (Feredoes et al., [@B70]; Zanto et al., [@B226]). Also related to this issue, complexity of manipulation performed on information actively maintained modulate prefrontal-posterior coupling in theta or alpha frequency ranges (Sauseng et al., [@B182], [@B181]), further supporting the idea of a top-down control process, and suggesting that phase coupling is a probable operational mechanism (Zanto et al., [@B226]). As we introduced above, functional coupling between PFC and MTL is considered one of the core connections in the neural circuitry underlying WM. Crucially, increasing the number of consecutively presented faces (Rissman et al., [@B172]; Axmacher et al., [@B8]) or letters (Finn et al., [@B73]) using a modified Stenberg paradigm led to a greater connectivity strength between PFC and MTL structures, either hippocampus or parahippocampus. Theta oscillation has been proposed as a potential neurophysiological mechanism mediating this interaction (Mitchell et al., [@B135]; Anderson et al., [@B3]; Battaglia et al., [@B19]). This proposal has been supported by studies demonstrating phase-locking of PFC spiking activity with the hippocampal theta cycle in animals during WM tasks that showed a positive correlation with performance or behavioral demands (Jones and Wilson, [@B104]; Siapas et al., [@B189]; Hyman et al., [@B101]; Brockmann et al., [@B30]; Fujisawa and Buzsaki, [@B84]; for a review see Colgin, [@B48]; Gordon, [@B93]). However, PFC-hippocampal communication through theta oscillations in human WM has not been directly observed thus far (Raghavachari et al., [@B161]; but see Anderson et al., [@B3]). Additionally, Axmacher and colleagues (Axmacher et al., [@B11]) observed a decreased correlation of hippocampus with two contralateral frontal regions (middle and inferior frontal gyrus) with increasing memory demands. Nonetheless, an elegant study combining functional and structural connectivity measures has reported direct empirical evidence that subjects with stronger structural connections between the hippocampus and the PFC have slower PFC oscillations, which correlated with better performance in a WM task (Cohen, [@B45]). Consistent with this finding, connectivity strength from PFC to MTL was positively correlated with performance in a verbal WM task (Campo et al., [@B34]). These data support the relevancy of PFC-MTL interaction in human WM by showing that individual differences in task performance could be related to differences in the strength of such interaction (Gordon, [@B93]). Increased WM load has also been shown to enhance connectivity strength and synchronization within MTL and between MTL, either hippocampus or parahippocampus, and ITC (Axmacher et al., [@B11]; Rissman et al., [@B172]). A phase-modeling approach characterized this interaction as a top-down modulatory effect from MTL to ITC in high frequency range (Axmacher et al., [@B11]). Furthermore, connectivity strength from MTL to ITC distinguished between healthy controls and patients with temporal lobe epilepsy of hippocampal origin during a verbal WM task (see below Campo et al., [@B34]). MTL could participate in reinstating WM contents in ITC by means of this top-down interaction (Woloszyn and Sheinberg, [@B221]). These connectivity findings point to MTL-ITC inter-regional interactions, probably mediated by cross-frequency coupling of beta/gamma amplitude to theta phase (Babiloni et al., [@B14]; Axmacher et al., [@B9]; Jutras and Buffalo, [@B105]), as a crucial neural process for WM encoding and maintenance (Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). Theta phase-locked gamma hippocampo-cortical loops may provide a coding scheme for structuring the maintenance of multiple items in WM (Lisman, [@B121]; Moran et al., [@B136]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]; Freunberger et al., [@B77]; Lundqvist et al., [@B123]). According to this scheme, individual memories represented by a cell assembly fires at a gamma subcycle in a certain theta phase. In this way, information contained in distributed populations across the neocortex can be transferred to the hippocampal networks. Crucially, two recent studies (Fuentemilla et al., [@B83]; Poch et al., [@B157]) reported evidence that the periodicity of distributed WM reactivations in the beta/gamma frequency range were phase-locked to the ongoing hipocampal and frontal theta activity, which was functionally relevant for the maintenance of configural-relational information. The interaction of theta and gamma oscillations may operates as the limited human brain resource that engenders limited WM capacity (Jensen and Lisman, [@B103]; Düzel et al., [@B60]).

###### 

**Results from studies showing modulation among PFC-MTL-posterior cortex during the performance of a WM task as a function of parametric manipulation of mnemonic demands**.

  **Author (yr)**                 **Imaging technique**   **Connectivity method**                         **WM task/Parameter manipulation**   **Results**
  ------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **PFC-POSTERIOR INTERACTION**                                                                                                                
  Axmacher et al., [@B12]         iEEG/fMRI               Phase synchronization/beta series correlation   Visual WM/load                       Enhanced PFC-ITC gamma synch.
                                                                                                                                               Increased PFC-parietal and -temporal correlation
  Cashdollar et al., [@B43]       MEG                     Phase synchronization                           Visual WM                            Increased theta-phase coupling for mid-frontal and left temporal sensors
  Feredoes et al., [@B70]         TMS                                                                     Visual WM/interference               DLPF-TMS influenced posterior areas when distracters were present
  Fiebach et al., [@B72]          fMRI                    Beta series correlation                         Verbal WM/load                       Enhanced PFC-ITC correlation
  Gazzaley et al., [@B87]         fMRI                    Beta series correlation                         Visual WM/task relevancy             Enhanced PFC-VAC correlation
  Payne and Kounios, [@B149]      EEG                     Wavelet coherence                               Verbal WM/load                       Enhanced frontal-temporal/parietal electrodes theta coherence
  Rissman et al., [@B172]         fMRI                    Beta series correlation                         Visual WM/load                       Decreased IFC-ITC correlation
  Sauseng et al., [@B182]         EEG                     Coherence                                       Visual WM/complexity                 Increased fronto-occipital alpha coherence
  Zanto et al., [@B226]           fMRI/EEG/TMS            Beta series correlation/phase coherence         Visual WM/task relevancy             Enhanced IFC-parietal correlation
                                                                                                                                               Decreased fronto-posterior alpha PLV following IFC-TMS
  **PFC-MTL INTERACTION**                                                                                                                      
  Axmacher et al., [@B12]         iEEG/fMRI               Phase synchronization/beta series correlation   Visual WM/load                       Decreased middlePFC/IFG-hippocampus correlation
  Axmacher et al., [@B8]          fMRI                    PPI                                             Visual WM/load                       Enhanced preSMA-PHC correlation
  Campo et al., [@B34]            MEG                     Dynamic causal modeling                         Verbal WM                            PFC-MTL effective connectivity correlated with task performance
  Cohen, [@B45]                   EEG/DTI                 TF-DTI correlation                              Visual WM                            Slower midfrontal oscillations correlated with stronger structural VLPFC- hippocampus connectivity
  Finn et al., [@B73]             fMRI                    Beta series correlation                         Verbal WM/load                       Enhanced PHC-hippocampus correlation
  Rissman et al., [@B172]         fMRI                    Beta series correlation                         Visual WM/load                       Increased IFG-MTL correlation
  **MTL-ITC INTERACTION**                                                                                                                      
  Axmacher et al., [@B12]         iEEG/fMRI               Phase synchronization/beta series correlation   Visual WM/load                       Enhanced ITC-aPHG beta synch.
                                                                                                                                               Enhanced hippocampus-aPHG gamma synch.
                                                                                                                                               Increased hippocampus-ITC correlation
  Axmacher et al., [@B9]          iEEG                    Phase synchronization                           Visual WM/load                       Cross-frequency coupling between the amplitude of high-frequency and the phase of low-frequency oscillations in the hippocampus
  Campo et al., [@B34]            MEG                     Dynamic causal modeling                         Verbal WM                            Enhanced MTL-ITC connectivity in controls than in TLE patients
  Rissman et al., [@B172]         fMRI                    Beta series correlation                         Visual WM/load                       Increased hippocampus-ITC correlation

DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; iEEG, intracranial EEG; ITC, inferior temporal cortex; MTL, medial temporal lobe; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PHC, parahippocampal cortex; PLV, phase-locking value; PPI, psychophysical interaction; SMA, supplementary motor area; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; VAC, visual associative cortex; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.

Finally, one interesting finding is that maintenance of an increasing number of items in WM led to smaller or more selectivity set of connections (Axmacher et al., [@B11]; Ginestet and Simmons, [@B90]). Although speculatively, Axmacher et al. (Axmacher et al., [@B11]) proposed that this effect could be reflecting some properties of hippocampus sparse coding (Rolls, [@B174]; Schwindel and McNaughton, [@B186]).

Time-dependent functional interactions
--------------------------------------

Data from animal and human studies have shown that neural activity in brain regions recruited during WM tasks can be influenced by the length of the mnemonic delay (Haxby et al., [@B98]; Owen et al., [@B146]; Elliott and Dolan, [@B63]; Lee and Kesner, [@B114]; Picchioni et al., [@B155]; Yoon et al., [@B224]; Buchsbaum et al., [@B32]). However, very few studies have explored how functional interactions among the elements of the network varied as the length of the delay interval is manipulated. McIntosh and colleagues (McIntosh et al., [@B130]; McIntosh, [@B128]; see also Grady et al., [@B94]) parametrically increased the duration of the delay during a WM task for faces. The authors characterized a functional circuit encompassing inferior frontal regions (IFCs), primary and multimodal sensory areas, anterior cingulate, and hippocampal gyrus. The interactions among the elements of this functional network were modulated (expressed by the sign of connections, as well as some changes in strength) by the manipulation of the temporal dimension of the task. Specifically, the cortico-limbic interactions that characterized the short-delay networks showed a shift from right to left hemisphere with the increase of delay interval, and more effects from prefrontal regions (BA47) as delay was extended. Modulation of the interactions between hippocampus and PFC as a function of temporal WM constraints could be related to differential roles played by both structures during WM operations (Yoon et al., [@B224]). Greater involvement of PFC in monitoring processes and prospective memory has been proposed (Floresco et al., [@B74]; Fuster, [@B86]; Gilbert, [@B89]), and thus extending the temporal requirements for information maintenance may require greater strength of connections from this region (Buchsbaum et al., [@B32]; Churchwell and Kesner, [@B55]).

A common neural network for working memory and long-term memory?
----------------------------------------------------------------

We have seen a number of studies showing that WM depends on a neural network including PFC, MTL, and posterior neocortical regions, whose interactions are modified to accommodate the increase of mnemonic demands. Similar functional networks have been described for studies exploring patterns of connectivity during LTM processes (Rajah et al., [@B164]; Fell et al., [@B69]; Simons and Spiers, [@B191]; Addis and McAndrews, [@B2]; Summerfield et al., [@B199]; Kahn et al., [@B106]; Babiloni et al., [@B14]; Anderson et al., [@B3]). These evidences constitute further support for the emerging view that the hippocampus and related structures form part of a neural network involved in both LTM and WM processes. However, despite the similarity between neural networks, the question emerges as to whether the connectivity among the elements of these apparently analogous functional networks differ qualitatively or quantitatively, thus allowing for a distinction between memory processes (McIntosh, [@B128]; Rajah and McIntosh, [@B163]). Accordingly, direct examinations of the pattern of interactions of MTL across tasks simultaneously tapping both WM and LTM process are needed in order to determine whether these interactions are reflecting a common functional architecture or not (Axmacher et al., [@B7]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). Using tasks designed under the influence of the framework of unitary memory systems (Cowan, [@B50]; Oberauer, [@B143]; McElree, [@B127]) could shed light on this question (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These models consider that information could be represented in different states, either in the focus of attention or in an activated state with different accessibility (Lustig et al., [@B124]; Nee and Jonides, [@B139]). Whether neural networks underlying these states were similar or could be differentiated was investigated in a recent fMRI study (Nee and Jonides, [@B138]). In this study mechanisms of retrieval of items *within* the focus of attention or *outside* the focus (i.e., WM) were explored using functional connectivity analyses. Information considered to be within the focus of attention was associated with stronger connectivity between ITC and frontal and posterior parietal regions (see also Roth and Courtney, [@B176]). Crucially, retrieval dynamics of information outside the focus (Lewis-Peacock et al., [@B116]) were characterized by increased coupling between ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and MTL, as well as with other neocortical sites, as a function of retrieval demands (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Results from Rissman et al. ([@B172]), can be interpreted under this framework. While increased PFC-ITC coupling was observed during maintenance of low WM load (i.e., one face), increased involvement of MTL and PFC mediated coupling was observed at higher mnemonic loads (i.e., four faces). Hence, these data support that processes of STM are similar to those implicated in LTM, suggesting common underlying mechanisms between STM and LTM. Nonetheless, differentiation between retrieval and updating of information should be explored in order to refine the characterization of the neural bases reported by this study (Bledowski et al., [@B24]; although see Roth and Courtney, [@B176]). Additionally, whether the information outside the focus of attention is better explained by two-state models or by three-state models are in need of further functional connectivity studies (Öztekin et al., [@B147]; Lewis-Peacock et al., [@B116]; Nee and Jonides, [@B139]).

![**Unitary memory models and associated functional connectivity networks. (A)** Unitary memory models posit that perception, WM and LTM do not differ in the underlying neural substrates, but in the state of information representations. Accordingly, two or three states are proposed: a focused of attention (FA); a region of direct access (DA); and other information that is hypothesized to be an activated portion of LTM (aLTM). The last two states are considered to be undistinguishable by some authors leading to two states models (Oberauer, [@B143]; McElree, [@B127]; Lustig et al., [@B124]; Öztekin et al., [@B147]; Nee and Jonides, [@B139]). **(B)** Serial position task (SP) of 12 items used to explore differences among the three hypothesized states, and to investigate underlying neural networks. SP12 corresponds to FA; SP9--11 corresponds to DA; SP1--8 corresponds to aLTM \[Adapted from (Öztekin et al., [@B147])\]. **(C)** Regions demonstrating functional connectivity increases with right ITG related to the focus of attention \[Adapted from Nee and Jonides ([@B138])\]. **(D)** Some of the regions demonstrating enhanced connectivity with left mid-VLPFC related to aLTM \[Adapted from Nee and Jonides ([@B138])\]. Other regions were anterior STG and ventromedial PFC. ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MTL, medial temporal lobe; OC, occipital cortex; PPC, posterior parietal cortex; STG, superior temporal gyrus; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.](fnhum-06-00036-g0001){#F1}

Another line of research exploring whether the same neural mechanism underlies WM and LTM has focused on the interaction between both types of processes. Several studies have shown that MTL WM maintenance-related activity contributes to subsequent LTM recognition (Schon et al., [@B184]; Ranganath et al., [@B166]; Axmacher et al., [@B10], [@B7]; Khader et al., [@B110]). Using this paradigm, Ranganath and colleagues (Ranganath et al., [@B168]) found that increase functional connectivity of hippocampus with a network of cortical regions including ITC and frontal areas during the delay period of a complex visual WM task led to improved LTM recognition of the maintained items. Likewise, a series of studies has refined these findings and identified (Axmacher et al., [@B12], [@B8]) a parahippocampal (PHC) functional network as the hallmark of WM-LTM interaction. Using the right PHC as the seed region (Rissman et al., [@B171]), it was shown that it was significantly correlated with the hippocampus, after correction for number of trials, in all possible conditions relating both types of memory. Interestingly, the number of voxels which showed significant correlation with the seed region in the right PHC was reduced when successful WM performance was followed by subsequent forgetting as compared to subsequent recognition. Finally, subsequent LTM formation was facilitated by an increase in the number of regions engaged in a WM maintenance-related PHC functional network, which was independent of WM performance. However, subsequent memory performance was modulated by WM load and was inversely related to the strength of the interaction between PHC and medial frontal cortex. This is, LTM encoding and maintenance of multiple items in WM compete for the engagement of a PFC-MTL network (Axmacher et al., [@B8]). Interestingly, recent findings (Cashdollar et al., [@B43]) propose hippocampal theta coordination of posterior regions during maintenance as a potential mechanism facilitating LTM encoding. Moreover, a recent study has found that slower oscillatory activity (i.e., theta range) during WM maintenance and stronger structural connectivity between hippocampus and PFC was predictive of LTM recognition (Cohen, [@B45]). Considered together, these findings provide evidence for an interaction between WM and LTM in MTL networks.

Disturbed network dynamics between MTL and neocortex
====================================================

There is increasing agreement that cognitive impairments observed in neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, whether they are characterized by localized focal lesion or not, are caused by abnormally organized or disconnected networks (Bassett et al., [@B18]). Therefore, further understanding of the hippocampo-cortical WM network could be gained by exploring the impact that such disorders produce on the integrity of the system (Menon, [@B132]). This is, how damage to one or more of its constituent elements lead to dynamic adjustments or reorganization of the remaining network in an attempt to compensate, and the efficacy of this change (McIntosh, [@B128]; Gazzaley et al., [@B88]; Rowe, [@B177]; Seghier et al., [@B187]; Castellanos et al., [@B44]; Gordon, [@B93]). Those pathological conditions in which the functioning of specific nodes of the network is disrupted, and consequently their connections, would provide the most valuable information.

Pathological disruption of the hippocampal formation has been primarily observed in *Alzheimer\'s disease* (AD) and *temporal lobe epilepsy* (TLE), although with different patterns of cell loss (Small et al., [@B193]). AD is characterized by gray matter atrophy and the formation of plaques, which are particularly prominent in the MTL and PCC (posterior cingulate cortex) (Braak and Braak, [@B26]; Thal et al., [@B204]; Sabuncu et al., [@B180]; Nickl-Jockschat et al., [@B140]). Interestingly, these areas show significantly reduced network connectivity (Zhou et al., [@B229]; Yao et al., [@B222]; Pievani et al., [@B156]). Moreover, abnormalities in functional connectivity have been shown to overlap with structural atrophy and beta-amyloid (β-amyloid) deposition (Buckner et al., [@B31]; Menon, [@B132]). Hence, cognitive impairments associated with AD, and particularly WM deficits, can be examined considering the disruption of these connections (Uhlhaas and Singer, [@B207]). When comparing functional connectivity patterns between patients with AD and healthy controls during a WM task for faces, it was found that activity in PFC correlated with hippocampus and extrastriate cortex in controls, while it was restricted to other frontal regions in patients (Grady et al., [@B94]). The pathological nature of this pattern of connectivity is reinforced by recent findings showing an increased functional connectivity between hippocampus and diffuse areas of PFC which was negatively correlated with performance on a memory task in amnestic mild cognitive impairment patients showing hippocampal atrophy (Bai et al., [@B15]). These results are consistent with studies showing an increased connectivity within anterior sites and sparing of hubs in frontal regions (Babiloni et al., [@B13]; Supekar et al., [@B200]; Bajo et al., [@B16]; Liang et al., [@B118]), and reduced fronto-posterior interaction and impairment of hubs in temporal regions (Stam et al., [@B196]; Supekar et al., [@B200]; Liang et al., [@B118]). TLE associated with hippocampal sclerosis (HS) (Wieser, [@B217]), also referred to as mesial TLE (mTLE), is typically considered a network disorder (Liao et al., [@B119]). Several studies in mTLE have shown abnormal patterns of functional connectivity during a resting state condition, the so-called default network (Raichle et al., [@B162]), revealing not only local network abnormalities within lesional MTL, but more widespread effects in network interactions (Liao et al., [@B119], [@B120]; Pereira et al., [@B152]). A recent study (Bettus et al., [@B23]) has shown a decreased basal functional connectivity within the epileptogenic MTL which was correlated with the degree of connectivity increase in the contralateral MTL. Interestingly, the strength of basal functional connectivity in the contralesional MTL was correlated with WM performance, in what was suggested to reflect a compensatory effect. Further evidence of connectivity changes in MTL networks associated to HS comes from a study comparing dynamic causal models (Friston et al., [@B82]) extracted from magnetoencephalographic recordings during verbal WM encoding (Campo et al., [@B34]). Having established that the best model across subjects (i.e., Bayesian model comparison, Penny et al., [@B150]) evidenced bilateral, forward and backward connections, coupling ITC, IFCs, and MTL (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), it was found that left HS patients were characterized by a decreased backward connectivity from left MTL to left ITC, and an increased forward and backward PFC-hippocampal connectivity in the contralesional hemisphere. Interestingly, performance was positively correlated with left PFC-MTL connectivity strength in controls; while it was negatively correlated with right PFC-MTL across subjects. A critical role of hippocampal-dependent theta synchronization of activity in posterior regions for maintenance of relational visual information was demonstrated after showing that patients with bilateral HS exhibited impaired performance and selective loss of such synchronization when compared to a group of patients with TLE but intact hippocampi (Cashdollar et al., [@B43]).

![**Effective connectivity differences between mTLE patients and controls in a verbal WM task.** Dynamic causal models, extracted from magnetoencephalographic recordings during verbal WM encoding, were compared in TLE patients (with left hippocampal sclerosis) and controls. **(A)** Network architecture was specified on the basis of the inverse solutions for single subjects using multiple sparse priors. Twelve models were specified and inverted separately for each subject. Outlines of some of DCM models for the effective connectivity analysis are depicted. The models were constructed starting with simple architectures and adding hierarchical levels (i.e., sources and extrinsic connections). The simplest models only included the ITC and IFC sources, while more complex models included MTL sources. The sources were left unilateral, right unilateral, or bilateral. Models also differed in terms of their connections; forward only or both forward and backward. **(B)** Group level Bayesian selection of the 12 tested models: random fixed effects (RFX) showing model expected probability. Results indicate the best model is one with bilateral forward and backward connections comprising IFG, ITC, and MTL (Model 12). **(C)** Group differences in effective connectivity assessed using subject-specific (maximum a posteriori) parameter estimates. Adapted from Campo et al. ([@B34]).](fnhum-06-00036-g0002){#F2}

A clearly distinct neuropathological pattern can be observed in *schizophrenia*, which is a complex disorder mainly associated with a profound deterioration of PFC function and characterized by several cognitive impairments (Lewis and Gonzalez-Burgos, [@B117]; Bonilha et al., [@B25]; Pomarol-Clotet et al., [@B158]). Among these, WM dysfunction is regarded as a fundamental core of the disease (Goldman-Rakic, [@B91]; Lee and Park, [@B115]; Van Snellenberg, [@B211]; Haenschel and Linden, [@B96]) and has been typically attributed to specific alterations in the neural microcircuits of the PFC (Perlstein et al., [@B153]; Manoach, [@B126]; Arnsten et al., [@B5]; Banyai et al., [@B17]; Menon, [@B132]; Anticevic et al., [@B4]). However, the disease is not considered to be caused by focal brain abnormalities (Friston, [@B81]; Uhlhaas and Singer, [@B208]). The extent to which WM impairments in schizophrenia reflect dysregulations of the underlying neural networks has begun to be exploited recently (Uhlhaas and Singer, [@B207]). A number of studies have reported disturbed interactions between PFC and temporal regions, including hippocampus, in patients with schizophrenia and in healthy individuals at risk of developing the disease, although the nature of the altered connectivity is complex (Winterer et al., [@B218]). Thus, mimicking animal models of genetic risk factors in which mutant mice showed reduced hippocampal-prefrontal connectivity during a WM task (Sigurdsson et al., [@B190]), functional connectivity studies have shown, for the most part, a decreased connectivity within PFC and between PFC and hippocampus and several posterior regions (Kim et al., [@B111]; Cho et al., [@B54]; Bassett et al., [@B18]; Benetti et al., [@B22]; Meda et al., [@B131]; Hashimoto et al., [@B97]; Henseler et al., [@B100]; Banyai et al., [@B17]; Kang et al., [@B107]). However, some studies have observed an abnormal persistent coupling between PFC and hippocampus and temporal regions while engaged in WM tasks (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., [@B133], [@B134]; Crossley et al., [@B51]; Esslinger et al., [@B66]; Wolf et al., [@B220]). Several factors could be the cause of this inconsistency (i.e., chronicity, antipsychotic treatment, level of arousal, type of task; Manoach, [@B126]; Winterer et al., [@B218]), but their influence has so far not been systematically investigated. Thus, further research on the role of these factors in WM impairments and modulation of network interactions in schizophrenia is warranted. Moreover, interaction of WM-related specific connectivity deficits with generalized task-independent connectivity dysfunction should be explored (Wolf et al., [@B220]; Lynall et al., [@B125]; Cole et al., [@B47]; Fornito et al., [@B75]). Additionally, it is also conceivable that altered early perceptual and encoding processes modulate WM dysfunction. More investigation on this relationship will help to clarify the complexity of the dynamics underlying the observed deficits (Haenschel and Linden, [@B96]). Nonetheless, these data, along with data from structural connectivity studies (Karlsgodt et al., [@B109]; Spoletini et al., [@B194]; for a meta-analysis see Ellison-Wright and Bullmore, [@B64]), support the proposal that abnormal functional connectivity between PFC and temporal structures might underlie WM dysfunction in schizophrenia (Friston, [@B80]; Winterer et al., [@B218]; Stephan et al., [@B197]).

Concluding remarks and future directions
========================================

Findings from connectivity studies we have reviewed thus far shed light on how the pattern of neural interactions of a functional network of brain regions, including MTL, varies as a result of WM dynamics. The picture that emerges is that connectivity of content-specific regions in posterior cortex with either PFC or MTL is enhanced during WM to adequate the system to mnemonic requirements. Evidence that MTL connectivity is modulated by parametric manipulations of WM task demands, along with earlier findings from lesional and activation studies, bolster the view that MTL plays a critical role in WM processes. Under the perspective of unitary models of memory it can be stated that which brain regions within the WM network are functionally linked, this is the *neural context* (McIntosh, [@B128]), depend on which specific processes are taking place. Thus, different interactions support different levels of processing, from more attentional (i.e., PFC-ITC) to more mnemonic (i.e., MTL-ITC, PFC-MTL) (Nee and Jonides, [@B138]; Öztekin et al., [@B147]; Nee and Jonides, [@B139]). This modulatory feedback from PFC and MTL of the neural activity in posterior regions have been observed during the encoding, maintenance and recognition phases of WM, and with different types of stimuli. We have also seen how functional interactions of MTL during WM processes are predictive of how well the information is transferred to LTM (Axmacher et al., [@B12]; Cohen, [@B45]). Moreover, connectivity strength between parahippocampus and PFC modulated the encoding of items in LTM during simultaneous WM maintenance, thus pointing to MTL based networks as a site of WM-LTM interactions (Axmacher et al., [@B8]). The majority of these findings are derived from correlational methods, and cannot be used to make strong statements about causality. Thus, future studies should explore the directionality of the information flow using effective connectivity methods (Anderson et al., [@B3]; Campo et al., [@B34]). Considered together, these data suggest that MTL participates in the WM network not only when stimuli are novel or relations between stimuli must be formed (Ranganath and Blumenfeld, [@B165]), but when the amount or complexity of to-be remembered stimuli cannot be accomplished using attention-based maintenance process (Rissman et al., [@B172]). Furthermore, these findings emphasize the relevance of neocortical-hippocampal coupling. Given that distinct sensory inputs arrive to specific regions of the MTL in virtue of their differential connectivity pathways (Rolls, [@B173]), stimulus class effects in the pattern functional connectivity of different MTL regions (i.e., perirhinal and parahippocampal cortex) should be explored in future experiments (Witter et al., [@B219]; Davachi, [@B58]; Olsen et al., [@B144]). The compelling evidence provided by the studies we have reviewed about the involvement of MTL in WM should be reconciled with several demonstrations of WM-LTM dissociation and insensitivity of WM performance to hippocampal damage (Vallar and Papagano, [@B210]; Carlesimo et al., [@B39]; Shrager et al., [@B188]; Tudesco Ide et al., [@B206]; Jeneson et al., [@B102]). Further research about of WM-LTM interplay and the role of MTL will be needed.

Even though the neural mechanism underlying information transfer between brain areas remains unknown, a prime candidate to play a key role in this process appears to be phase synchronization of oscillatory activity (Fries, [@B78]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). With regard to WM it has been shown that, consistent with neurophysiological and network models (Lisman and Idiart, [@B122]; Lundqvist et al., [@B123]), phase synchronization between slower and higher oscillations reflect the retention of information (Sauseng et al., [@B183]; Axmacher et al., [@B9]; Cohen, [@B45]). Interestingly, LTM processes are also governed by similar synchronization mechanisms (Nyhus and Curran, [@B142]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]). However, no studies have directly addressed how phase synchronization during WM modulate subsequent LTM recognition (Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]) or the patterns of phase synchronization during different *states* of information processing under proceduralist models (Nee and Jonides, [@B139]). Furthermore, the precise role of synchrony in support of inter-neuronal communication is far from being well understood (Aru et al., [@B6]; Fell and Axmacher, [@B68]; Gordon, [@B93]). Oscillatory coherence has been associated with several cognitive processes, from perceptual binding (Singer and Gray, [@B192]) to rule learning (Benchenane et al., [@B20]), and, therefore, new experiments should explore the functional role of neural synchronization in WM and in WM-LTM interplay (Jutras and Buffalo, [@B105]; Benchenane et al., [@B21]). Future studies should also explore how functional networks supporting WM interact with the anatomical network infrastructure (Guye et al., [@B95]; He and Evans, [@B99]; Cohen, [@B45]). Additionally, greater understanding of the functional significance of neural synchronization would be obtained by investigating the relationship between neuromodulators and oscillatory coupling (Cartling, [@B41]; Takahashi et al., [@B202]; Haenschel and Linden, [@B96]; Young, [@B225]).

Finally, we have also seen how abnormalities in functional connectivity arising from more or less localized lesions can contribute to WM dysfunction observed in mTLE, AD, and schizophrenia. Particularly, abnormal communication between MTL and PFC has been observed after damage to one of these structures, probably due to tight structural and functional connection between them (Brockmann et al., [@B30]). The reviewed findings add to a growing body of evidence further supporting the involvement of MTL in the neural network underlying WM. Characterizing dysfunctional networks not only provide a better understanding of a variety of disorders, but also critical inferences about the functional dynamics between particular elements of the WM network. Relating patterns of altered oscillatory synchronization with histologically mapped patterns of cell loss (i.e., different degrees of cell death in CA1 in mTLE) could help in increasing our knowledge about the mechanisms mediating neural communication during WM (Colgin et al., [@B49]; Small et al., [@B193]). Exploring the development of distinct patterns of connectivity following damage to the network underlying WM could help to develop better diagnostic and prognostic tools. Evaluation of the integrity of memory structures in the presurgical evaluation of patients with mTLE, and prognosis of surgical outcome, could benefit from network analysis. In pathologies such as AD, with a clear progress of dysfunction with time, the use of a longitudinal approach could increase our knowledge about disruptions in the network affecting certain elements in specific stages and its behavioral consequences. Finally, network analysis could provide the neurophysiological basis for evaluating the efficacy of cognitive and pharmacological treatments (Colgin, [@B48]; Haenschel and Linden, [@B96]; Kleen et al., [@B112]).
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